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BOSS TERROR IN TEXTILE STRIKE
Morro Castle Fire

Under Probe
The burning of the Morro Castle

and the tremendous loss of life

in the disaster has been a deep
tragedy. To the horror of fire at
sea was added the fact that this
occurred almost within sight of
New York in a modern ship pre-
sumably equipped with every
possible safety device.
But the tragedy is in no way

lessened by the vicious attempt to
raise a "Red scare"—to try to lay
the Morro Castle fire to the activ-
ities of Cuban communists. The
investigation thus far has brought
out various incriminating facts
but they incriminate the Ward
Line rather than any mysterious
Nihilists. The fire detecting and
alarm system did not work. The
hoses were weak. And the SOS
call was not sent out until nearly
half an hour after the fire was
discovered in an apparent and not
unprecedented effort to save the
salvage fees.

We print herewith an interview
with a member of the Morro
Castle's crew whose name, due to
the gag rule imposed by the Ward
Line, must remain concealed. But
this statement does, we believe
refute the charge that the crew
deserted", that the men saved

their own lives at the expense of
the passengers.

.*?
i

wa™ waked UP about three
o clock. The flames were already
sweeping over the whole ship I
rushed to B deck where there was
the most terrible fire I had ever
seen in my life. I grabbed a hose—the nrst one burst, but I got
another. h

"I looked around for passengers
{.
saw

. .
a
„ number of the crew in

the middle of the flames by theK deck pantry, breaking open
doors and waking passengers. I

(Continued on Page 2)
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FORWARD TO VICTORY!
SPIRITED battles are not new to the Textile workers The work-

era in the textile plants have, time and again shown their metal,
their determination, (heir courage, their self-sacrifice. But of all the
historic struggles waged by the Textile workers, the present general
strike assumes the greatest significance. No struggle of theAmer-ican work"* People in recent years mirrors as well the needs anddemands, the weaknesses and potentialities, the qualities and short-comings of the entire American Labor Movement as does thepresent general strike in the Textile industry. History ceems tohave chosen the Textile workers to he the banner beared atde sue turns o the American Labor Movement. Thus, the firs

m2 aealn^t tt
hant M

*H* °' -sist—-the great strikes „f
1 J22 against the savage offensive of the employers was waredheroically by textile workers. To-day the first general strike inAmerican industry in many years is fought by the textile irkingmen and women-not only in defense of their own right to organizeand live ma half-decent fashion, but essentially in defense It themost sacred and inalienable rights of the working people

It is in this strike, therefore, that the relations between theworker and employer, between the working class and thl LpListclass, between trade unions and employers association* Ttweentrade unions and government, between organized labor and the
(Continued on Page 8)

Keller Issues Warning
On Arbitration Pitfalls

Death Dealers Exposed
In Munitions Probe

NEWS FLASHES
In an effort to break the strike armed fortes are beinn ,,<*A iU

the strike area. In H'oonsockct and SaUs^\^ji^°
fi-eda! .riker, Out of eight uorlter/shot l^^ateZy'Z

Arbitration negotiations have been rejected by the employes Garman sees a long draicn-out battle. Green appeals to all uLnZfinancial assistance for the strike.
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T» annou"ces tenuous efforts made to pull outPassaic. Dyers of Patterson to strike Monday morning.

by A. M.

Joint Board in

AntuFascistDrive
A fund of $25,000 is being rais-

to aid t^
Ne
? /ork dressmakers

to aid the anti-Fascist movementsm Germany, Austria and Italy itwas announced by Charles S. Zinmerman, chairman of the AntFasc.st and Anti-Nazi Drive Com
Jfittee of the Joint Board of the"
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*»ent there.
Kround ,a °or move-

To Lenin the bourgeois govern-
ment was the Executive commit-
tee of the capitalist class. But
government has revealed itself in
a new role in the course of the
Senatorial investigation of arms
and munitions sales, held during
the last two week? in Washington,
—the role of travelling drummer
for the merchants of death.
Among the amazing revelations

unearthed in the letter files of the
Electric Boat Company were the
personal intervention of King
George V, to sell the products of
Victors. Ltd. to Poland, the use of
the United States Navy's vessels
and personnel as agents for the
Unggs Ordinance Company, the in-
corporation of anti-aircraft gun
refinements, developed at tremen-
dous cost by the U. S. Army, intoguns sold to foreign governments.

^V?e tremendous and chronic
graft involved in selling munitions
to almost every government in the

face of impending imperialist con-

Why The Investigations
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Basil Zaharoff's
Activity

The existence of an international
cartel through which Vickers and
the Electric Boat Co. split up the
submarine business of the worldwas the first fact brought to lightm the questioning of Henry Carse,
Electric Boat president. Through
this slimy morass of world mono-
poly moved the mysterious figure
of Sir Basd Zaharoff, "the world's
greatest armaments salesman."
Zaharoff earned his huge commis-
sions, on which he paid no income
tax, by acting as procurer-in-chief
for the cartel. He was the agent of
the wholesale corruption of officers
diplomats and administrators at-
tendant on the selling of sub-
marines.

Zaharoff vanished from the front
pages however when King Georgecame onto the scene. Despite in-
dignant denials by the British press
his role was definitely establishedm a cablegram sent to the Driggs
Company by its Warsaw agent
reading: "Kin*? of Great Britain
summoned Polish Ambasador in
London and intervened in three-
inch or 75 mm gun on new mobile
mount letter December 15. 1928
rnntract." While the Prince ofWales was on the road selling theEmmre. Papa stayed at home and
handled the retail trade that came
to the store.

by Eli Keller
From the Canadian border to the

Gulf of Mexico, on a 1500-mile bat-
tlefront, one-half m Ilion textile
workers are engaging the textile
barons in the greatest battle tex-
tiles has ever witnessed. What is
outstanding in this mightv demon-
stration of the textile workers?
The whole N.R.A. apparatus, codes
and administration, stands exposed
in all its brutality as an instru-
ment of exploitation. Secondly,
Unionism cracks the anti-labor
south and the overwhelming ma-
jority of these slaves of the spin-
dle flock into the United Textile
Workers and demonstrate a fight
and courage in the strike that is
unsurpassed. Thirdly, every branch
of the textile industry, every tex-
tile area in the United States re-
sponded and a general strike para-
lyzed the entire industry. Fourth-
I

ly, the realization of *

the entire
trade union movement of the great
stake they have in this strike, and
their desire to aid the textile
strikers m every possible manner

by S. H.

Paterson Prepares Early
Weeks before the general strike

was called, the Paterson District
- f the American Association of Silk
V, orkers Union was nrenaring for
the critical time ahead. With prac-

( Continued on Page 4)

N.Y. Silk Workers
Broaden Strike

New York. N. Y.

.
The slave? f the spindle have

risen m revolt and the greatest
textile strike in history has
paralyzed the entire industry. The
South, in the past the citadel of
docile and contented labor", has

been cracked by unionism. The
strike call brought the overwhelm-
ing majority of the textile workers
out of the mills on the first day of
the strike. This mighty response
to the strike from New England
to the deep South was met by the
textile barons with a volley of*gun-
fire which murdered ten strikers
and wounded scores of others
Hired scum of the underworld and
the strike-breaking militia was
swiftly mobilized by the textile
lords in all strike areas. Day by
day, the number of strikers in-
creases as the famed "flying
squadrons" mop up the scab shops
and nulls.

Textile Demands
What are the strikers fighting

tor. The demands of the United
Textile Workers are:

"1- The establishment of a 30-
hour maximum work week consis-
ting of six hours per day, five days
per week with the same earning
power that the workers received
under the 40-hour week. Definitions
and classifications of occupations
must be made and graduated
minimum wage scales set up ac-
cording to skill of the worker.
}\*ge? m different sections of the
industry must be made more uni-
form to stabilize competitive as
well as labor conditions.

"2. The establishment of a max-imum work load for operation^ in

out

The silk workers of"New Y^rkl ^rio"ns" divisions oTthTESffKhave been successful in spreading dustry.
the strike to all sections of the
industry—broad silk, ribbon and
silk winding.
Mor* than 300 workers are out

on strike in the broad silk and rib-
bon sertions and 1 500 workers in
the silk winding industry. The
ranks of the strikers are jrrowinff
failv as additional shops are beintr
struck.

The broad silk and ribbon local
nrp conducting a Joint strik-
joint strike committee and

'3. The reinstatement of all
workers victimized for union mem-^hip in violation of Section 7a
oi the National Recovery Act

T "l-i
R̂ °^nition of the United

lextile Workers of America as the
bargaining agency of the worker^
in the textile industry and the
signing of an agreement between
the international office of the

v„.„. union and the various divisions of
with the textile industry, governing the
mass

|
labor relationship between both

At Your Service"

America's army, navy and dip-
Jjnwtic corn* was at the service
oi the munitions makers. In May.
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bemff Oration board mutually agreeablemade to Ml i ahnr organizations to to both parties to settle aHdfc

(said arbitration board to be final
and binding on both parties."

Kehind Southern
Storm

It is the uprising and heroic
militancy of the textile workers in

(Continued on Pa^e 7)
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Roy Makes New Appeal
Coxorade Roy has

for help.

geea : ;>t of the let

mntde Roj w hich w >

perish.-: -

.' Authorities h

• ik life rais

Roy im jail,

r; de Roj writes u-

*",
. . Nt>« h new misfortune

has befallen me, the worst pos-

-it>K and the most unexpected

I have horn deprived of the fa-

cilities, vhuh were verj limited,

to do my Hterarv work. Ac-

iina to the iail regulations

"K" >*!.»-- prisoners are not au-

tomatkalb entitled to these fa-

ciliries. I have, however, had

them all along. Therefore, the

bl>« has been very unexpected

and more severe than any other

that could he implied in my
present position. 1 am not al-

lowed to have any blank papers.

pen, or even a pencil. The pen.

for example, i^ piven to me for

writing thiv letter. I must re-

turn it as soon as the letter is

done. Not only am I no longer

in a position to do any writing
whatsoever—even making ran-

dom notes of the result of read-

ing; and reflection. Even sys-

tematic study with a scientific

purpose is impossible because I

can not even make necessary
marks in the books read, for

ready reference in the future or

make marginal notes. You will

easily imagine how I feel in

this situation. It makes my or-

deal almost intolerable. The
news will distress you nearly as

much as me. Therefore, I hesi-

tate to mention it. But I am
constrained to because I wis!

the friend

United States to make some
orous efforts so that my punish-

ment is not aggravated by abso-

lute restriction of my intellect-

ual life. Make it clear that T

have been writing: on scientific

matters which cannot be objec-

tionable from the political point

of view; and that my literary oc-

cupation did not interfere with
mv duties as a nrisoner, I have
all alone performed the jail

task in full—as much as done
by any ordinary prisoner.—This
i= not a rery auspicious con-
clusion of my third year of my
ordeal."

tenth
l can bv [ol \ i|ro

died

Wash!
tin

id letters

Ehnbas
big ngainsl this mistreatment of
Comrade Roy Cop es of these pro
tests should be forwarded to the
Agi

DEATH MERCHANTS EXPOSED
it all,

|
develop American productive ca-

of the pacities.
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Mono Castle Under Probe

{Continued from Page \)

saw members of the crew carry-
ing passengers over their shoulders
and both dropping in the flames
—no possible help could be given
them.
"While my pal held the hose I

threw a lot of deck chairs over-
board for some one to hanpr onto
in the water. None of the officers

could get near us-—we were com-
pletely shut off by the flames.

"I was almost trapped by the

flames in the B deck gymnasium
I pulled three girls out of the
flames and led them to a lifeboat

A lot of the crew came running
saying, there's nobody around,

can't find anybody else. Hurry up
for your life.

"We were lucky. Five out of six
lifeboats on the portside were in

flames. I dont know anything
about the other side of the ship.
We couldn't get across; everything
was on fire, hotter than hell. If
we'd delayed another five minutes
we'd have been burned alive.

"One of the electricians was try-
ing to loose another life boat;
number Six or number Eight
While the boys were working on
our boat I tried to get to help him

n England and the But I couldn't get near. So I threw
another half-dozen deck chairs
overboard.

"When we got. into the water
one of the cables was still fast.
We were dragged along by the
ship going full speed ahead to-
ward shore. Lucky the life boat
was strong or we'd have all been
crushed against the side of the
ship. Hot glass from the promena-
de deck was falling all around us.
The burning lifeboat was right
over our heads full of fire. We
thought it would fall at any mi-
nute. That was the only time I

was really scared.
"We worked for fifteen or

twenty minutes before we could
get the cable loose. Finally when
we were only a few minutes away
from shore we cut loose. Then we
rowed ashore."

{Continued fron

1928, m nnswor to a request from bit!

Lous L, Driggs, ('. B, Robbins, inve
Assistant Secretary of War, wrote I [ n
granting permission to the Driggs aoly
Company to offer for sale guns,

' acth
mounts, s.'ghts, instruments, etc

j j nvc
developed by the U. S. Aimy. hot-
These developments bad cost overf eonc
$2,000,000 but the government ex-
tended its aid to Driggs even fin

ther by sending the cruise

Raleigh to Istambul as a travellin

demonstrator for the Driggs ant
aircraft gun.

I here is little unique about the
other stories told—stories of Amer-
ican diplomats and naval officers

acting as armaments agents, of
bribery of admirals and war-office

bi
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AH working class organizations,
all organizations of intellectuals
and outstanding people in the
world of arts and science are ur-

LEFT COMMUNISM
AN INFANTILE DISORDER

An Attempt at a Popular Presentation of Marxist
Strategy and Tactics

By N. LENIN
i.

n
.
e* edition of Lenin's classic on the tactics of Communism,

published by the Communist Party (Opposition) with an intro-
duction by Bertram D. Wolfe, will appear on September 15 as a
J 32 page volume priced at 25 cents.
Send advance orders to the

NATIONAL LITERATURE DEPT. CPO
51 West 14th Street New York City

Keller Repudiates Press
Distortions

"Statements appearing in severa!
New York newspapers quoting me
as havinjr attacked the Commun
Ists and Communism are false*

declared Eli Keller, local secretary
of the United Textile Workers.
"What I actually did say was

this:in my opinion the trade union
policies of the official Communist
Party—particularly the building of
dual trade unions in opposition to
the American Federation of Labor
—is detrimental to the trade union
movement as a whole and weakens
the struggle of the workers to im-
prove their conditions. I am in-
terested (and I am certain that I

voice the position of our union in

this connection) in building a
powerful fighting trade union
movement in the United States

—

the greatest weapon labor can
wield in its struggle. In line with
this, I do not hold the political af-
filiation of any worker against
him, regardless of my personal
convictions on political questions.
Our union has not deprived any
worker of membership because of
political affiliation; I would have
been the very first to fight such a
condition. Our union welcomes
into its ranks any worker who sin-
cerely desires to fight and build
the union, be they Republicans,
Democrats, Socialists, or Commun-
ists, or what have you."

"It is unfortunate that my
statements have been garbled in
such fashion that, I was quoted
as having said precisely the op-
posite of what I actually did say.
I feel that it is my duty to define
the union position and my posi-
tion, in the clearest possible fash-
ion to every worker in the labor
movement."

DELICIOUS FOOD?

GOOD SERVICE?
go to

RESTAURANT
523 Sixth Avenue

N. Y. C.
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Uigalion deserves notice.

this connection it is remark-
uninteresting to note the re-

action of the Militant to the arms
investigation. After a very cute,
hot-cha-c'ia- story, th? Militant

'

concludes by saying, "All that is

being required of American arma-
ment manufactures is not to be
hoggish. 'Sell if you must but for
God's >akc don't sell too many guns
and ammunitions to our direct
enemies."

The Militant should subscribe to
the New York Times. In the Sep-
tember 8 issue it could find fully
quoted the above mentioned letter
which specifically enjoins the
Driggs company to accVpt only
large orders—the interest of the
war department lay in seeing that
foreign governments gave bona
fido contracts, which were not
designed merely to get models of
American guns but would actually

Congressional
ilution

The Xye-Var.dorburg resolution
andar wh'eh the committee U
working, calls for the control of
munitions manufacture by the
government. However strange this
may sound it is not "socialized"
production. Armaments in America
are lagging. In the face of the
war danger the government feels
the need of national yelf sufficiency
in this field—a self-sufficiency
which cannot be attamed under
private ownership in the face of
cheapened and expanded German,
Czecho-SIovakian and English pro-
duction. So the government is go-
ing into the arms business. Clear-
ing the path of public opinion for
this step is a delicate task buf
task which the Nye-VandenbL
committee is accomplishing prel
thoroughly.

Autumn Dance
OF THE

NEW....

WORKERS

SCHOOL

SATURDAY
NIGHT

13
OCT.

1934

at IRVING PLAZA
East 15th Street and Irving Place

Entertainment
LITHUANIAN CHORUS - SKITS - NEGRO JAZZ BAND

" TICKETS 35c, fcr sale at

NEW WORKERS SCHOOL
51 West 14th Street New York City

(near 6th Avenue)
EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT

Local 22, LL.G.W.TJ.
Room 508, 218 West 40th St.

New York City
LITHUANIAN WORKERS SOCIETY'

183 Rocbling Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
HARLEM NEW WORKERS SCHOOL
202 West 137th Street, New York City

BEHIND
THE HEADLINES

After you've read the day-by-day accounts of strikes and

revolutions, you ask, "What do these events mean—what are

their effects on the international situation—what will their

ultimate results be?"

In the Workers Age you find the answer. In its pages

are interpretations of the American and international labor

movement by Lovestone, Herberg, Wolfe, Miles, Zimmerman
and many others.

YOU KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING WHEN
YOU READ THE AGE!

WORKERS AGE
51 West 14th Street

New York City

Enclosed find 25c for which you may send mc the Workers

Age for three months.

Name -

Address

City . .
.

•

PATRONIZE BRADLEY'S CAFETERIA, 535 6th Ave. - 14 St. -
:
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THE NEW DEAL ~ PAST AND PRESENT
This is tht fourth article, by ./

.

in ;hi serie$

Of 77:r- Roosevelt Program.'

Government figures indicate that more thnn fifteen
• gainfully occupied are now hound by over six

hundred "Codes of Fair Competition," This NRA alone
be a colossal creation. The New Deal, however, is

much more than the XRA which will, in its present form,
in June, 1935. It is with the Xew Deal in its larger

as] - that we are concerned when we are' seeing it

whole, as it is, and in its perspectives.

"STABILIZATION FOR ALL TIME"
Mueh calumny and confusion have crept into the count-

less attempts ti estimate the program oi the New Deal
.-. historically. This is characteristic of champion

and critic on right and left. A brief return to the back-
ground of the origin of the economic program of the

Xew Deal will therefore, prove illuminating.

In his recent book, "On Our Way", President Roosevelt,

in Gabriel-like fashion, trumpets from the White House:
ry probably will record the National In-

dustrial Recovery Act as the most important and
•caching legislation ever enacted by the Ame-

rican Congress; it represents a supreme effort to

r. all time."

BIG BUSINESS CRIED FOR IT

What were the exact circumstances surrounding the

conception and concoction of this "effort to stabilize for

all time" which some brand as fascism, others hail as

socialism, and still others as America's contribution to

a world in agony V Even so violently reactionary an op-

ponent of the XRA as Id ark Sullivan can not but tell the

: of the Xew York Herald Tribune (Aug. 26, 1934)

I/.:;::

"XRA was really brought about by big business.

In April of 1933 when things were at their worst,

big business came down to Washington to plead

that the new administration save them from them-

selves. They feared a period of reduced consumption
and they feared cut-throat competition with each

other. They asked for XRA, they cried for it, they

sobbed for it."

How panicky Wall Street was at the beginning of 1933

can be seen from this release issued by United Business

Sen-ice on Feb. 18, 1933:

"Xot since Lincoln took office in 1861 has as

critical a situation faced an incoming President.

A suffering people, including many millions of un-

employed seething with discontent and unrest, and
millions more of farmers and small business men
hanging on by a precarious hold, look to the new
Administration for eifective measures of speedy

relief."

REORGANIZING THE "CAPITALISTIC" SYSTEM
Before the last Annual Conference of Engineers, de-

puty administrator Walter A. Janssen of the NRA was
frank enough to admit that this condition was brought

"by the failure of our capitalistic system because pro-

duction exceeded demand." It has been estimated that

"we lost as much ground in three years of depression as

we, (American capitalism—J.L.) gained in the twelve

years preceding." Herein lies the ma.nspring of the New
Deal wnich the well-known Wall Street banking house, the

Guaranty Trust Company, thus correctly evaluated in its

The Roosevelt Program - IV
by Jay Lovestone

Survey for April 1934:

"Fundamentally, the New Deal is an attempt to

re-organize the economic and political system in

such a way as to permit the government to take an
active part in bringing about co-operative action

among all branches of business activity."

THROWING OFF GOVERNMENT INTERFERTNCE
No doubv the New Deal has proved no small factor

in bolstering up the drooping morale of American bus-

iness so noticeable a couple of years ago. Therefore, some
big business interests now feel they no longer have any
need for XRA. Resorting to the typical Rooseveltian

dramatic license, the President's better-half, recently told

the world what she thought of such ingrates. Said Mrs.
President Roosevelt: ''Industrial leaders were coming to

the government at Washington and saying: "Take our
business and run it for us. Now with the first whiff of
revival they are eager to throw off all government inter-

ference."

Such opposition doesn't change the nature or purpose
of the NRA, doesn't make the New Deal pro-labor, so-

cialist, or revolutionary in the most anaemic socio-

economic sense. Let no one be fooled, as to the character
of the Xew Deal, by the emergence of the American
Liberty League which Mr. Jowett Shouse, its secretary,

calls "an attempt to organize property owners." We need
but recall how Mr. Joseph P. Kennedy, whom Roosevelt
appointed as Chairman of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, declared in his address of acceptance that

bjsiness must under no circumstances be "harassed and
annoyed and pushed around," and that it must be "given
a chance to live, make profits, and grow." Secretary of

Commerce Roper hastened to assure the capitalists, and
to counteract the American Liberty League on August
22, by pledging that nothing will be done by the New
Djal to interfere with his freedom to exercise his "'initia-

tive in planning for the future of his business in the light

of an equitable profit system," and that "our Government
and the masses of the people themselves resent unthink-
ing statements or subtle suggestions that the profit motive
in American life has been or is to be abolished." And
Federal Emergency Relief Administrator Harry L. Hop-
kins cut through the maze by bluntly telling the Anglo-
American Press Club in Paris (Aug. 15) that "The
Administration is making an honest and sincere effort to

balster up capitalism."

HARD-BOILED BUSINESS MEN WROTE CODES
In reality, Wall Street's recent cries about the socialism

of the XRA have as their aim an even greater utilization

of the government machinery to enhance their class inte-

rest at the expense of the workers. That the President
was turning no deaf ear to these calls for bigger and
better profits in his consideration of the re-organization

plans of the NRA has been obvious for sometime. This
was clearly seen by the authoritative London Economist
(Aug. 11, 1934) when it said: "The NRA has almost
entirely lost its character as a mechanism for re-distribut-

ing incomes, and the much more tepid support now given
by the Administration to the claims of lab^r is evidence

of some change of heart on this second aspect of policy

Ri£h~ V 5?* Smail 3iSnificance that DonaldRichberg Executive Director of the National Em*r«noyCouncil,
(

has vigorously broadcasted to the counTryTha-
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m °3t ab3Urd m >'th ^eloped by
political fiction writers is that the proce« of ..„*.

abhshmg codes of fair competition ha, been Aene-

of youthlul bram trusters operating under - Pre
s.dential dictatorship. The truth is that the Cod«wore written by hard-boiled business men,^stT™ives of trade and -d^-'
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i I l ? *l aS can be seen from what Charles MSchwab, the big steel overlord, has said-
"I he action of the automobile, textile and other

industries m formulating and exerting their variouscodes is.
. . the great practical result which has£ ^complrshed thus *«• The principles which

thev adopted are in line with what we have ad-™^«i and hoped for over these many years"
(N. Y. Times, May 25, 1934.)

STATE CAPITALISM RAPIDLY DEVELOPING
The emergence of the New Deal undoubtedly marks a

new period in American social and political development
ihe U. S. is now beginning to go through a period of
rapidly developing state capitalism on a mass scale. But
what it took Europe decades to develop, the U S will
attain in but a few years. The New Deal and its NRA.
have been introduced at this particular moment because
economic development has reached a point of development
in which privately owned enterprise is not expanding but
contracting. Therefore, the stimulant of state capitalism
is resorted to in order to help revive and expand private
individual capitalist enterprise. The crisis in the XRA
and therefore in the New Deal as a whole is due above
all to the fact that the NRA has failed to stimulate
sufficiently a revival in private capital expenditure. The
boasts of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation regard-
ing the unexpectedly high volume of repayments of loans
are really empty. In reality this readiness to repay only
indicates a lack of desire and unreadiness to invest in
increasing purchases of consumption and durable goods
for expansion of production and consequently of employ-
ment. In fact, every one now recognizes the acute se-
verity of the slump in production with at least eleven
million fully unemployed. Even President Green of the
A. F. of L., who is an outstanding conservative force
in the country, and who is certainly no bitter opponent
of the New Deal, has recently been compelled to raise
such embarrassing questions as these: "Will it be neces-
sary for society to take over the means of production?
Will the Government be forced. . . to invite the eager
and willing workers to march into the idle shops? These
are questions which industry must ponder now before it

is too late. The crisis is on us."

ROOSEVELT PROGRAM AT CROSSROADS
Here lies the crisis of the New Deal. Herein we find the

source of inspiration of the bitter controversy now divid-
ing the capitalist ruling clique over the NRA and the
rising tide of uncertainty and pessimism. The entire
Roosevelt program is at the crossroads. It must either
go forward or retreat. It cannot stand still. Hence the
b.tter divisions over the past, present, and future of the

New Deal. Hence it is most timely to look into the eco-

nomic consequences and perspectives of the New Deal.

The Economic Trend
Business continued to register 1 a recovery period. The Annalist

further declines, as recorded by the (Aug. 17, '34) begins to sense this
New York Times index for the development when it states "The
week ending September 1. The'

"I as compared I

igo ior the cor-

!

. r.g week. The details of

the decline are seen in the state-

o& the Times (Sept. 9):

"Particularly heavy decreases were
- rj in the automobile pro-

duction and the electric power
genes. Power production

for the week fell below the cor-
-. last year for

thfc fir.rt time ihi- year. Sizeable

also took place in lumber
production and hteel activity."

Int»-rnal Instability
f-f (

, ;>.'a!j~>m

..-/it pro-
gram,

I

business curve has taken on the
appearance of a price curve of a
h.^nly manipulated speculative
stock."

Steel Reaches New Low

In this general decline that we
have been witnessing in business
during the summer months, the
steel industry has reached extrem-
ely low levels. Whereas the operat-

• in June of this year
: capacity, the month

of July showed ;i tremendous drop
lation, the steel

,', ho have gained undying
fame by dubbing the NRA the
national run-around, have received
further evidence of the "bene-

of the capitalists in the
form of reduced employment and
earnings. We present below some

*r',T<i the report oi the- Iron and Steel Institute

(Aug. 31):

July 'U June "}

1

383,B73 1 1
rJn r»iT

.'•
g IQ L50 272 10,030,3] l

Hours per week
per worker 2-J.4 35.7

Average earnings
per hour 63.2c 63.9c

All of which means that the
steel workers are now "burning
off the seat of the pants" at a

wage rate of $15.42 per week.
This, we presume, could also be

listed in the Richberg report as a

part of the "tremendous gains"!

Relief Lists On Increase
While speaking of "tremendous

gains" one is compelled to ask
the genial and optimistic Mr.
Richberg whether the following

figures on unemployment relief

indicate a flourishing condition of

capitalism. According to the report-

er for the NRA the number of

families receiving relief are as

follows:

March 1933 4,500,000

June " 3,451,874
Nov "

3 800,000

April 1934 3,864,765
And he goes on to state that by

Feb, 6 000,000 families will be on
relief. It set ms that the health of

economy is being measured these

days by the number of people that

ran be put on relief in the . peed
•est possible time! This recalls

harp indictment of capital-

ism when he pointed out that in

periods of crisis those who were
supposed to feed society reach such
a state that society has to feed
and take care of them.

Prices Rises Steeply

Concomitant with the sharp dec
line being registered in business
comes the steady advancement in

prices. I. Lubin of the Dep't. of
Labor reports on Aug. 28 that
retail food prices advanced during
the past two weeks to the highest
level since Dec. 15, 1931. He fur-

ther points out that ''as compared
with the index of 90.4 for April
1933, the lowest point reached since

p.e war days, current retail food
prices are up by more than

2ZVz7(" This constant increase in

the prices of the basic factors

that go to make up the cost of
living of the masses is a sure in-

dicator of the increasingly difficult

straits into which the workers
have been put by the New Deal,
with its inflationary policies. Any
increases that have come in wage
returns have been nullified by the

rising price levels.

Profits Are Sky-Rocketing

In a past issue of the Worker':

Age we took the occasion to point
out the tremendous increases that
took place in profit returns in

1933. ihis process has kept in full

swing in the first six months of

1934. In the Nation (Sept. 12,

1934.), M. S. Stewart reports that

"net profits of 506 corporations
rose from S157.579.000 in the first

half of 1933 to §408,572,000 in the

first six months of 1934 an in-

crease of 260 l
/c !" Furthermore the

National City Bank letter "estim-

ates the average annual rate of

return of 250 companies having a

net worth of $9,721,000,000. to have

been 5,7% in the first half of 1934

as against 1.7% in 1933." And the

industrial magnates have, at the

same time, raised the hue and

cry about labor costs under the

new deal eating into profits. From
the looks of things it seems the

process is decidedly the reverse!
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The Comintern and the United Front
At present a tactical turn of the

C.I. is taking place in the field of

united front tactics and to a eer-

, \tent the trade union tactics,

A short review of the histoxj

united front tactics of the CI. will

make tor n better understanding
Of the present turn, rutted front

s first developed in Germany
the following situation. Th<

of the working:

class were split into two main
g; communism and reformism, velopod in Germany, with the help

The d rect si - for power, fori of the CI. and above all with the
the soviet dictatorship had met help of Lenin, A beginning was
with defeat unci was relegated tojn>«de in generalizing and trans-
the background. Immediate de- ferring united front theory
mands and revolutionary transition

| 2}}
l
.

e\ countries (Theses on Tactics-

Estimating the Recent Changes
by G. S.

as the revolutionary wave receded,
the Communist Party was forced
to look for new methods of strug-
gle in order to check the influence

reformism which could not be
ken by storm but had to be over-
me by persistent struggle. United

tront tactics were practically do

5 were substituted. Then the

militaristic and fascist counter-

revolutionary forces, took the of-

(.Kapp putsch, murder of

Erzberg and Rathenau, etc.),

A growing sentiment developed
among the working class to con-

• all forces regardless of

party lines for proletarian defense
against reaction. Following the

period of direct struggle for power,

Third World Congress). We em-
phasize that a beginning was made
because at that time one of the
most essential points was not clari-
fied. That was the question of the
role of the united front tactic
during the seizure of power, the
question of the limits as well as the
content of the united front tactic.

The C.I. set up the slogan of a
"workers government" in the sense

of a joint utilization of the govern-
ment by Communists and reform-
ists for the execution of immediate
demands and transition slogans and
as a means for the preparation and
execution of the struggle for power.

The Pendulum
Swings To The Left
The application of this false

theory led to the Communist-So-
cial-Democratie government coali-

tion in Saxony and Thuringia in

the fall of 1923, However, instead
of analyzing the errors committed
and thus preventing a repetition
the party under the leadership of

Maslow-Ruth Fischer abandoned
the united front and substituted the
united front from below" policy.

Along with this the parly gave up
the objective of conquering the

Eli Keller on Arbitration
(Continued from Page 1)

ticaily every textile worker in Pat-
erson in the united union, with the

Paterson workers experienced thru

many strikes, the strike-machinery
was set-up in short order and the
decks cleared for action.

Walkout Successful

The first day of the strike and
13,000 textile workers responded
to the call which came by telegram
from Francis J. Gorman: "Strike
committee authorizes strike in the
silk industry effective as of Satur-
day Sept. 1st, 11:30 P. M. No one
reports for work after this date.
You have instructions. Yours for

a 1009t shutdown. The issues are
30 hours two shifts. Machine load,
non-automatic, no more than four
and where there are less than four
being oparated the number shall not
be increased; automatic looms, 6
with a minimum wage of §28.00.
Wages $25 minimum for weavers on
four looms or less. A proportionate
increase for other occupations.
Union recognition which means to
us that the manufacturers will con-
cede the above demands to us as
members of the United Textile
Workers of America."
With the exception of certain

jacquard shops and the Dyers, who
were bound by contract, the work-
ers responded without urging or
exhortion.

Passaic was and is at this writ-
ing the weakest spot on the eastern
front, with the mills st'ill operating.
Measures are being taken to blast
thru at Passaic. On Monday, I

led several "flying squadrons" and
i the Botany mills in order

to brthk the ice. The mills located
v,wn, in the Paterson Dis
have been tackled and sue
ly so by committees from

Paterson.

'- Must Come Out
Over ] 5.000 Dyers in the

n it was essen-
tial thai fchey join the strike. Con-
tract or no contract, their duty
was join the ranks with the others

' (ted front to

not tak^
ww <<ld the National Strike

that the Dyers
I therefore lent a tele-

gram to France J. Gorman in
which I urged him to have the
Dyfri come out on strike imme-
diately. Tht remaining of the
Dyers :

-ass-picketing,
it for me to rnin'miz*. the

oonae to pici--

^trikers,
but we fee! that th
and we are taking steps to have
thousands on the picket lines where
we have hundreds today.

Bom Press And Official CornmuniMU
Th* capita!. ' w York

munism and Communists, but ha?,

by Eli Keller

utilized the noisy disruptive activ-

ities of the former members of the
National Textile Workers Union
(CP members) to picture great in-

ternal dissension in the Union. A
leaflet distributed by the Commu-
nist Party "What Communists
Fight For In Textile Strike" lists

number of demands which are
lower than those demanded by the
Paterson strikers! The leaflet calls

for "Skilled—$22,50 per th.rty hour
week" and "Highly Skilled—$30.00
per thirty hour week," while the
union demands in Paterson are:
Skilled—$25 per thirty hour week,
and Highly Skilled—$35 per thirty
hour week! This is not surprising,
however, since we were treated to

similar "revolutionary" action
last year when the National Tex-
tile Workers Union set demands
far below those being fought for
by the Union. "Why are the Dyers
working?" these people now de-
mand, why does not Keller call
them out on strike? First, Keller
has no power to call them out;
secondly, I have done everything
in my power to convince the Na-
tional Strike Committee of the ur-
gent necessity of the Dyers walk-
ing out, and lastly, I will continue
to make every effort within my
power to have the Dyers enter the
ranks of the strikers. But every-
one knows why these people are
busier denouncing Keller for thi.s

and that rather than helping to
win the strike. Are these people
anxious to build the union and win
the strike? Not at all! They have
admitted thru the mouth of Earl
Browder who spoke in Paterson on
Friday, September 7th, that the
N.T.W.U. was liquidated in Pater-
son solely for the purpose of "pre-
venting the 'Lovestonite' Keller
from misleading and selling-out the
workers." Under the cover of this
they have created disturbances at
union mass meetings, hindered the
mobilization of mass picketing and
played into the hands of the mill
owners by providing them with am-
munition about "internal dissen-
tion," etc. But their activities
have only disgusted and enraged
the union membership. Despite all
their detr mental activities our
union shall not discriminate against
them in any fashion. We are prov-
ing to them and to the workers
generally that the democracy with-
in an A. F. of L. union is a thou-
sand times more real than in any
WBOB scarred by the T.U.IJ L
brand.

The Record Speaks Accurately
in Pater*on the union ha eon-

tfw «trike along miiftant
r '"ut. Mass picketing Wf-

sjgfcmtly. Not content with this
«ent committees and rquads

«tkmal milk Or, Monday.
'>' « living squadrorr

B^^^n:. v'^r
:-

w, '

r/f ' k^d th C

interference. Passaic is receiving

aid from Paterson continually.

When it was rumored this week
that the Jacquard workers would
return to work the union imme-
diately spiked these rumors and
organ, zed a mass picket line for

G o'clock in the morning to patrol

the milly and keep these (mills

closed. We have consistently called

to the attention of the National
Strike Committee the great neces-
sity of having every textile worker

Paterson—jacquard, dyer and
everyone else—out on strike (the
Daily Worker's falsehoods not-
withstanding).

Questions Of Arbitration

The expectation of the mill own-
ers and the Roosevelt Administra-
tion that the union would break its

head by calling a general strike
have gone glimmering. This ac-
counts for the silence of the gov-
ernment prior to the strike and
their "non-interference." Roose-
velt's intervention took place and
the inquiry board was set up. The
strategy of the mill owners runs
true to precedent: have the strik-
ers go back to work then we shall
arbitrate. This has always resulted
in a defeat for the workers. In this
connection Gorman's proposal that
the President's board be empower-
ed to arbitrate the strike is not
the best line of strategy for a vic-
tory. The only line to victory was
given by Gorman himself in the
telegram calling the strike: "Union
recognition which means to us that
the manufacturers will concede the
above demands to us as members
of the United Textile Workers of
America!". Arbitration must be
fought. The National Run-Around
will rely upon arbitration to break
the strke. We must fight any
<uch attempt.

The whole American labor mov
ment has its eyes riveted upon the
general textile strike. A victory
will bring courage and determina-
tion for bettering conditions thru-
out the working class. What the
armed forces of ths states, hired
thugs, have failed to accomplish

reformist trade unions and began
to build revolutionary dual unions.

This experiment carried out on an
international scale collapsed after

two years and was abandoned.
Again, without a frank admission
of the errors committed and cover-

ed up by the CI, without a tho-

rough unnlysis of the mistakes. "A
few lefts" they said had committed
errors.

Change Without
Critical Analysis

Then followed a renewed effort

to apply the united front tactics

and to liquidate the ultra-left trade
union tactics. (1926 to 1928)
Characteristic of this period was
the weak execution of the united
front tactics, vacillating course be-
tween left and right deviations car-

ried on by those responsible for the
ultra-left course under Maslow-
Ruth Fischer. Often the CPG, in

carrying out united front actions,

became the tail end of the reform-
ists (campaign for the expropria-
tion of the nobility). This was the
result of the uncritical stand on
the errors of the ultra-left period.

The Recent
Ultra-Left Line

A further consequence was the
renewed ultra-left period 1928-1934
when once more Germany was the

came about as a result of Februar*
6th, on which day the reactionary
and fascist leagues of Paris

(J vr. r
threw the left-bourgeois govern"
ment and helped to establish agovernment of "national unity"
the Doumergue government V
working class and even anion*
petty bourgeois sections arose the
determination to check the reac
tionary and fascist forces, which
had so suddenly appeared in the
open and had won a surprize vie
tory.

Masses Demand
Unity Of Action
"Fascism shall not win" became

the slogan of the working qI^
Under the pressure of this mass
sentiment the leadership of the
French Social-Democracy (SFIO)
which had until then supported the
left-bourgeois government was for-
ced to propose to the CI, on that
very day, February 6th, negotia-
tions for common action. At th»
same time the SFIO instructed its
sections to keep away from the
streets and to let the armed forces
of the government (municipal
police, republican guard, regular
troops) rout the reactionaries and
fascists. This instruction was
agreed upon with the Daladier
government. The Parisian organ-
izations got instructions to be
ready in their party locals. The
leadership of the CP of France re-
jected the proposal of the Social-

main field of application. This I

Democratic leadership for negotia

period, the longest and most per-

1

tl0ns and (the following day) pub-

istent period of ultra-leftism, co-
incided to a large extent with the
period of the advance of fascism
in Germany and in several other
countries, having all the more
drastic and catastrophic effects.
The ultra-left course is respon-
sible for the fact that in the period
of the greatest economic and
political crisis of capitalism, Com-
munists in Germany did not suc-
ceed in overcoming the mass in-

fluence of reformism, or even
checking it m a large measure, and
that fascism seized power %vithout
resistance on the part of the work-
ing class.

Into this period falls also the
formation of the CPO as an or-
ganized communist tendency which
not only systematically exposed,
analyzed and fought the mistakes
of the ultra-left course, but con-
cretely worked out the theory of
communist tactics and tried to ap-
ply it. The CPO, contrary to the
predictions of the official party,
did not abandon communist prin-
ciples.

the arbitration board w
to successfully accomplish. The
Roosevelt Administration stands
condemned as a mill owners agen-
cy. The murder of the ten textile
workers in the South has filled the
textile workers with the resolution
to conquer this battle and defeat
their enemies—the mill owners and
their government boards.

DAILY BOOSTS AGE
"Your story :n pictures leaves"Unng untold," would be a good

*lo*an for the Dailv Worker Ina recent tegue it published a typical
J

'
Jt " r

-; jn strike scene in the fore-ground was a comrade from the<-I .O. selling the Age, on everv
;;"'•*<». striken, reading the Age"J", the picture one Dailv w« u i.One Daily was

V Bffl. SEifii'SBSa ffiSW «« '- -n'or wa.n

Comintern Pursues
Zig-Zag Course

Following the victory of fascism
in Germany the CI at first pur-
sued a zigzag course. In March
1933 it passed the well-known re-
solution which instructed all of its
sections to address united front
proposals against war and fasc :sm
to the leaders of the reformist par-
ties. The non-agression pact was
thought of then. This turn proved
to be ineffective because of the
after-effects of the preceding five
years of ultra leftism. In April the
Executive Committee of the CI
passed a resolution according to
which the tact'es of the CPG up
to the time of Hitler's seizure of
power were declared to be "ab-
solutely correct" thus actually nul-
lifying the March decision. The
XIII ECCI plenum finally passed a
resolution on the united front
which combined these two contra-
dictions in an eclectic manner. An
inquiry revealed that to address
proposals to the leadersh'p of re-
formist organizations was not re-
jected on principle, but was regard-
ed as a rare exception; the rule
being the "united front from be-
low." Thus the sections wore reaily
without any real tactical guide
on the basis of this decision. They
were under the impression that ap-
peal.; from one organization to an-
other were again to be regarded as
opportunist crimes to be carefully
avoided. The "revolutionary trade
union" tactic was ugain sanction-
ed by the XIII Plenum.

A New Turn In
The Making
The beginning of the new turn

lished an aggressive answer giving
the reasons for the refusal. What
they should have done is obvious,
namely, to enter into negotiations;
to propose that they jointly go out
on the streets and fight the fas-
cists; and in case the leadership of
the SFIO refused to do this, to
send a few hundred communists to
the Social -Democratic party bran-
ches to appeal to the Social-Demo-
cratic workers who were being held
back by the leadership with great
effort, from going out on the
streets. Thus a most important and
decisive moment was passed up.

Mosses Go Out
On Streets

On February 9th the CP of
France organized its own demon-
stration on the Place de la Repub-
lique, in which several thousand
Social-Democratic workers took
part. The SFIO (Socialist Party)
and the CGT (reformist trade
union center) jointly declared for

the general strike and demonstra-
tions were held all over France on
the 12th of February. The most
gigantic general strike that France
•had ever witnessed took place. The
CP of France and the CGTU (rev-

olutionary trade union center)
simply joined the general strike

and the demonstrations. Through-
out the country mass action com-
mittees, vigilance committees, etc.

were formed in connection with the

general strike, composed, as a

rule, of representatives of com-
munist and reformist organiza-
tions. In some localities free-think-
ers and other local bourgeois-

radical organizations participated.

Doriot Begins
His Struggle

In the Central Committee of the

CPF Doriot and others raised the

question of a change in tactics and

demanded a discussion on these

tactics in the party immediately
after the events of February 6th.

Doriot demanded that negotia-

tions with the leadership be taken

up. He proposed a program of ac-

tion which contained correct par-

tial demands as well as oppor-

tunist, demands such as the na-

tionalization of banks, basic indus-

tries, etc. His statement seemed to

imply that the united front was a

means of seizing power. Doriot's

demands were rejected. A general

discussion in the Party was not

permitted. On the contrary, :l

vicious campaign was started

against Doriot in his own organ-
ization, in St. Denis.

CP Expellfl Doriot—
Takes His Policy

In June the Party convention at

Ivry made the change. The convon-
(Continued on Page C)
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Results of the U. T. W. Convention
:onvrniio» of the I mted

rextUi
/; "'*?

the ua-

....

B present-

ed bv delegate Kermwi
IS at New York, v,

anst b*

gress tor strug-
opposmg

.;;, to bolster-

rmany. Resolu-

; s against child tabor, for or-

aiaed, for

a camp out ^o;^an >

r mass resistance to

the mem ctions were act-

opted unanimously. The resolution

gate Herman against lmper-

i dling for a general

, labor movement m
case of war, was defeated by a

vote of 209 to ITT, after a sharp

ssue of patriot

gged in to stampede

the convention against a militant

s significant that cer-

g aalists, including one so-

Ifilitant," helped to defeat

the resolution. But the arguments

fox the struggle against war have

left their mark and will bear truit

: the ranks of the organ-

in the future. If the Social-

. e had come to the support

resolution it would undoub-

ted! v have won by a big margin

\ major achievement of the Con-

was the endorsing of the

aa Bill tor Unemployment

ee. Two resolution-

endorsing the Lundeen

ad proposing the esta

ment of a comprehensive -:--.

ral social insurance, and tne

. caucus resolution for the

q Bill were combined and

carried together by an overwhelm-

ing vote. An attempt was again

made to defeat this proposal by

g in the red herring of

Communist auspices of the bill,

but without effect. Only on this

one question did Rieve take a pro-

. - e stand, but it should be

kept in mind that he was under

-.:r= from the Hosiery

caucus and that the sentiment for

immediate establishment of un-

-urance was so power-

that even the McMahon floor

leaders were forced to come to the

:,~$z of the resolution.

scare again, claiming that the Re-

solution haa come from the boiler-

plate factory of the Communist
tnd had been introduced

for the put pose Of disrupting the

A. P. of L. They were mot with

boos from every side, Keller of

Paterson, Herman of Now York,

| yding, and Stetin oi the Dyers,

and Miller of the Hosiery Worlt-

< tided the resolution, accus-

ing Green of having helped to

break the strike. Arnold ol Read-

ing, the mover of the Resolution

firmly denied C. P. auspices of the

Resolution. The dragging in of the

"red herring' on every issue was

, ! ly exposed, so that the

conservatives wore afraid to raise

it again in the Convention. There

is no question that this line of

attack on Progressive measures

was able to sway certain sections,

especially in the Southern delega-

tion, and affect the vote consider-

ably. The Resolution was defeated

by 190 to 103, but the demonstra-

tion against the reactionary polic-

ies of the A. F. of L. was one of

the most inspiring that has yet

occurred.

Tasks of the Progressives
by A Delegate

press thruout the country. More
over, not the slightest particle oi

explanation for his action was
given by Rieve to the delegates

who had come out for him. Even
bis closest co-workeis in the

Hosiery Federation had no know-
ledge of it until after he had with-

drawn. Lack of really substantial

differences with the McMahon ad-

ministration, disappointment at the

resistance of the Opposition to

higher dues (Rieve's main plank),

fear of being labelled an "Insur-

gent," and the pressure exercised

by powerful conservative leaders in

the Hosiery Federation caused him
to withdraw. That Rieve had no

real intention of running was
proved thruout the Convention by
his refusal to offer any opan critic-

ism of the McMahon administra

Lion and by his bitter fight on the
Progressives. His strategy was to

bring pressure on Gorman to run,
but when Gorman refused to desert
McMahon, Rieve proceeded to de-
sert his own supporters.

The Elections

The last minute candidate chosen
to run against McMahon proved an
unhappy choice. Maurice L. Geor-
ge, President of the Lewistown;
Pa. local of Rayon Manufacturing
Plant workers, the leader of the
recent rayon workers strike was
recommended as candidate by the
militant rayon workers. He was
nominated by Herman and second-

ed by Fordham, delegate of the
Marcus Hook local that participat-

ed in the same strike. Herman, in

his speech nominating George ex-

posed the way in which the Inter-

national had broken the strike thru

keeping at work two locals of the

Viscose Corporation which they
had promised to call out in Park-
ersburg, West Virginia and
Roanoke, Virginia, while the two
locals of the Viscose Corporation
in Marcus Hook and Lirwistown
hopelessly and heroically fought a
losing battle by themselves against
one" of the richest corporations in
the world. This represented one
of the major labor crimes of the
year. The entire no-strike policy
of the Administration was scored,
and the Southern workers were
warned against a repetition of the
same policy in the proposed cotton
strike. Rieve, as temporary Chair-
man, attempted to stop this ex-
posure.

Unfortunately, George, who had,
until the last moment, expressed
his willingness to run, declined the
nomination, but stated that the
facts presented by Herman were
correct. The devastating charges
of delegates Herman, Fordham,
and George have not been chal-
lenged!

{Continued on Page 7)
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Organization
Question
The fight for the estaoli>hment

of Federations was won at this

Convention, compelling all locals,

in a given sect on of the industry,

to the Federation in

histry as well as to th =

Kahon had fought this

form of organization for years,

_ d the basis for

greater independence of the Fede-

eing, Wool, etc.

efend th2 in

The General Strike

The demonstration for a general

strike in the textile industry was

another great climax of the Con-

vention. The grievances of the

worke.s in every branch of the m-

dustry had piled up to such heights

that in spite of all the efforts of

McMahon and Rieve, the Progres-

sive proposals were the ones car-

ried. Delegate after delegate re-

ported on the infamous treatment

of the workers in the industry, the

§6-1 weekVj wages in the cotton

i
industry, the nerve-w racking
stretchouts, with one weaver oper

axing 96 and even 100 looms in the

cotton industry, the firing of 1,500

union members in Alabama pre-

cipitating the strike. The proposal

of the McMahon administration

was to leave the calling of the

strike in the cotton industry to

the discretion of the Executive

Council. The amendment wh.ch

Keller and Herman fought for was

to make the calling of the strike

mandatory on or before September

1. McMahon's bitterest attack in

the Convention was against this

amendment. The entire McMahon
machine was mobilized to put over

the proposal of the Executive

Council. Thev felt as if forced to

the wall—all their forces were

mustered to prevent immediate

strike action. McMahon even at-

tempted to put the motion to a

vote first. In sp.te of this, the

amendment carried by a huge

majority. The delegates had ex-

pressed their desire and the desire

of the masses for immediate resi-

stance to the attacks of the em-

ployers.

The Progressives, moreover main-

tained in their speeches and re-

solutions that only a general strike

involving a million textile worker;

in silk, rayon, wool, as well as in

A Little Less Arrogance
by M. Stone

//

The American Young Commun-
ist League has just published a

new Program for American Youth,
summarizing the decisions of their

recent convention. For those who
expected sanity or realism from
this convention, this new publica-

tion must be a sad disappointment.

It contains all of the absurdities of

the past and some new ones, to

boot!
In addition to an indictment of

capitalism in general which the

pamphlet contains, one has the

right to expect at least two other

things of the YCL. First, that they

understand the labor movement of

the country m which they live, and
second, that they have a program
of action suitable to the needs of

the working-class youth. An ex-

amination of the pamphlet in ques-

tion shows how miserably the YCL
fails both tests.

the worker.-, and tended I cotton, could prove effective

avoid th* obstruction put in the changing the miserable condition.-

these in- in the industry, and in cnangmg

3^,. T. W. leader- the provisions in the codes be-

luse of the interlocking of the

tore by varous sections of the textile rn-

I

i

. reated thereby.

-

1 and therefore retreat-

dustry. This demand was not

until "the following day when the

Convention went on record in favor

of a strike in these sections of the

during the cotton strike.
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Is The Roosevelt
Government Fascist?

After citing police brutality in

a number of cities, the YCL con-

cludes rhetorically, "Is there any

real difference between the mur-

derous attack of the 'democratical-

ly elected' Roosevelt government

and the dictatorial Fascist Hitler

government?" If violence is char-

acteristic only of fascism (and the

YCL gives no other) then there

never was a non-fascist state in

the history of the world, for there

never was any form of class so-

ciety in which violence was not

used by the oppressors against the _
oppressed. There is, indeed, very separation from the A. F
little difference between this po-

litical color-blindness and the clas-

sical viewpoint of Sociai-Demo-

cracy which refuses to see that

violence and suppression of the

workers is at all times an organic

part of capitalist rule, even under

the "democratic" form.

In order to defeat the Roosevelt

program it is necessary to have a

precise understanding of its nature.

But this cannot be had as long as

every feature, peculiar to the pre-

sent regime, is confused with dis-

tinctly different phenomena. Just

as the Y.C.L. confuses a bourgeois

democratic reg'me with fascism, so

do they confuse a working class

movement with a capitalist one—

-

the theory of Social Fascism. * The

leaders—not the rank and file" is

the patent modification. But if

good intentions or honesty is the

criterion of the YCL, why not ap-

proach the first and second parties

of capital's™ for a united front,

or the Anvriran L-gion, wh»,i

rank and file, too, is honestly mis-

lead ? What the YCL refuses to Bee

h that unlike the other orgamza-
Suciahst <>r K .m-

- though w Hi

• i\ outlook. At
this mi ;

at oi a united
jncitt, for the

only permfc DWU united front m one

whi'ch unitea working class organ-

izations and excludes ''parties of

capitalism."

The Trade Union
Question

the height of absurdity is re-

served for the trade union questi-

on. The sections of the pamphlet
which deal with trade unionism

betray not only an ignorance of

the labor movement but also, a

misunderstanding of the very pur-

pose of trade unions. The A. F.

of L. together with the SP and

YPSL is condemned for preach-

ing gradualism! (As a matter of

fact, the A. F. of L. doesn't even

do that because it doesn't favor

a new social order in the first

place.) With this verdict, which

condemns the A. F. of L. the YCL
overlooks the great value of the

A. F. of L. as an organization of

millions of workers that fights for

better conditions. With such a con-

ception of the purpose of the trade

unions, is it any wonder that the

TUUL was swept away by the

strike wave?
The application of the official

Party trade union line to the field

of youth labor makes it no less

destructive. And so it is entirely

natural for people in an isolated

position to "view with alarm" a

step forward of the American

working youth (joining the A. F.

of L. in large numbers) and to

"point with pride" to an evidence

of weakness (tendencies toward

separation from the A. F. of L.

under boss pressure). Thus, their

purpose in company unions and A.

F. of L. organizations is the same

—to destroy. A commendable pur-

pose in the" former—a vicious one

in the latter.

A significant change is taking

place in America with the entrance

of young workers into the unions.

A change, having favorable effect

upon the A. F. of L. as well as

upon the young workers them-

selves. But the YCL can see only

"betrayal" and cause for complaint

in this condition. After five years

of work of the TUUL, events have

shown that when youth as well

adult workers join a union, it

to the A. F. of L. that they turn.

To ree how the must inspiring

events in the labor movement
only to plague the official parly

and league and their paper 1UUL
anions, is the most severe possnoU

condemnation of their policies

How their policies work was ex-

plained by Gil Green in his report

to the YCL convention when he

siid "We completely underestim-

ated the possibility of the United

Mine Workers Union sweep ng the

field once more, and around the

hat the National Miners

a<j ma-s influence even if

organizationally weak, we failed

to see the influx of new youth into

tJw nun.-. . . Thus w« did not

, ,. rs on a campaign of exposure

of the t'MVV'A misleadera

further failed to send any com-
rades within the existing locals of
the UMWA. The result of these
errors, was our isolation from the
mass of young workers. Many of

our own comrades shamefacedly
went into the UMWA and broke
connections with us."

Phrases and Arrogance

If the YCL has no program to

meet the needs of the working
youth, at any rate, there is no
shortage of high-sounding but
meaningless phrases which give

the uncritical YCLer the illusion

of doing great deeds. Thus the

manifesto abounds in phrases like

"youth enters path of revolution-

ary struggle", "make the shop a

revolutionary fortress." What do

they mean? Where the situation

requires patient, elementary work
in the shops, agitating for union-

ism, "making the shop a revolu-

tionary fortress" means exactly

nothing. And where the situation

requires working class youth to

develop class consciousness and

help build broad youth movements,
they prate about present "revolu-

tionary struggles of youth" and

continue the narrow factional

character of their own organizati-

ons (NSL, IWO, FSU, LSU, etc)

and split organizations of youth

that they do not control. Such

activities need empty phrases for

a covering.

One is reminded while reading

this pamphlet, of a speech Stalin

made some time ago to the Russian

Young Communists in which he

said, "Let the Young Communists
he known less for their arrogance

and more for their modesty." It

would have been well if the YCL
here had heeded this advice. Then,

perhaps, thev would not have

spoken out with such arrogance

on the question of "National Youth

Day". Says the YCL, "In the past

three vears (the YCL) suceeded

in transforming Memorial Day into

a traditional (!) day of struggle

aga'nst war and fascism." How
easily are traditions born! Nation-

al Youth Day is indeed a tradition

—but onlv with the YCL and its

sympathizers, certainly not w'lth

the mass of vouth to whom .May

30th is still Memorial Day. To

pretend, by the action of a tiny

minority of the youth, that the

action of the mass is accomplished

is indeed the height of arrogance

and indicates a dangerous contempt

for the masses.

rhere is need for a pamphlet

f hen
Ini-
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which an
as it affe
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td offei

a program OJ »
out But this pamphlet of

C. L. in no way meets th

The analyses of capitali

faulty. The tactics are destructive

To the extent that the pamph 1 '

is taken seriously and used

YCLera as a tactical handbook, 1

.ti-nt will the YCL furthei

its isolation from the masses '

young workers.
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International Notes
x New C. I. Turn In The ^ffSg^SSJS^'Si

Making

The most significant break with

its ultra-left line has just been

made bv the Communist Interna-

tional in Germany. This break

with leftist sectarianism is entirely

in the direction of the line of

ICO on the trade union field and

united front tactics. It comes in

Germany not only under the pres-

sure of objective conditions, but

particularly because of the grow-

ing influence of the CPGO
In brief, this new turn is featur-

ed bv the following:

1. Provides for the liquidation

of all Red Unions.

2. Complete dropping of the

theory of "social fascism."

3. In all united fronts and trade

union activities, the Social Demo-
crats and members of all other

working class organizations and

groups, regardless of their differ-

ences with the CP are no longer

to be considered second-class citi-

zens.

4. CP members are instructed

in their building non-partisan

unions to vote for functionaries on

the basis of their ability and de-

votion rather than merely on the

basis of their political affiliation.

This turn was arrived at thru

a decision of the Presidium of the

ECCI which recently held a meet-

ing. At these sessions the Central

Committee of the CPG was sharp-

ly criticized for its sectarianism

and failure to react to the events

of June 30 in Germany. The
Central Committee of the CPG
subsequently held a meeting and
adopted the Presidium decisions.

(To symbolize organizationally this

change of line, especially on the

trade union field, Fritz Heckert
who had been leading the trade

union work of the CPG before,

was removed from this work and
put into Red Aid work. Knorin,
who had been the "expert" on
German affairs for the CI since

1929, is hereafter to be relieved

from participating in this field.)

In France, Czecho-Slovakia and
Austria, the CI has recently made
serious breaks with ultra-leftism

in the direction of the tactical line

of the ICO. At the above men-
tioned presidium sessions, Com.
Piatnitsky held up the American
Communist Party as a model of

how not to conduct united front
activities. He gave, as an example,
its negotiations with the SP.
What is most deplorable about

these welcome and serious changes
in line by the CI is the failure

to combine them with steps making
for a change in the system of
leadership and the restoration of
Party Democracy. Were this done,
world Communist Unity would be
hastened and insured.

Even with this serious short-
coming and inadequacies we hail
these changes of line by the CI as
a victory for the struggle of the
ICO and a vindication of our
struggle to return the CI to the
Leninist tactical line. We have
here a smashing rebuke to those
who have written off the CI as
hopeless and incapable of chang-
ing and learning. For the ICO and
CPO in the U. S. these welcome

nges by the CI will only serve
i an additional stimulus to wipe

the ultra-left course entirely
nd particularly in the U. S.

i it is still rampant and cost-
and thus to assure unification

i Communist movement.

The I.C.O. On The C.P.O.
Of Alsace

recently began a shameless strug

gle against the united front set

up between the Communist and

Sociali st Parties of France.

On the basis of this situation

the Buro of the ICO formulated

the following decision at its ses-

sion of July 26, 1934:

Since the removal from their

posts of the Party secretaries and

editors of "Neue Velt", especially

since the realization of the united

front in France against fascism

and the war danger, the "Neue
Velt", official organ of the CPO
of Alsace, entered upon a course

which is definitely against the fun-

damental position of the ICO.

On the 19, 20, and 21 of July

there appeared in the "Neue Velt"

editorial articles (Notes on the

new united front—Cachin-Blum;
Notes on the united front Mohn-
Jmbs; United front yes, but not

with police agents; etc) which

reject in the crudest possible man
ner the united front set up bet-

ween the Communist and Socialist

Parties in France.

The Buro considered these mat
ters and establishes that:

1. The position of the "Neue
Velt" represents a complete break

with the fundamental policies and
tactics of the ICO which, since the

beginning of its resistance to the

ultra-left course of the CP, has
fought so strenuously for the pro-

letarian united front against war
and fascism.

2. This position of the CPO of

Alsace is nothing short of treach-
ery in the struggle of the French
orking class against the danger

of Fascism in France and against
the Nazi dictatorship in Germany.

This treason and strike break-
ing against the French and inter-

national proletariat is executed in

order to continue collaboration
with the bourgeois parties of the
"Volksfront" some of which are
supporters of Hitler fascism while
others assist the government of
the National Union by repeatedly
voting for the Doumergue govern-
ment. The treachery and strike
breaking is perpetrated for pur
poses of political horse trading in

WORKERS AGE

order to retain parliamentary man-

dates and leading offices in the

city administration.

3. This position represents a

clear break with the decisions even

of the Strassburg regional confe-

rence, in which the CPO of Alsace

is pledged to work for the estab-

ishment of a proletarian united

front. The ICO has repeatedly

warned both the leadership and the

membership of the Alsatian CPO
of the catastrophic results in con-

tinuing the "Volksfront" policy.

With great patience and in a com-

radely manner the ICO attempted

to convince the CPO of the neces-

sity of a break with the "Volks-

front" and its replacement by a

policy of proletarian united front.

The stand of the Buro of the ICO
received the approval of all sec-

tions and more recently also the

plenum of the CPO-USA expres-

sed its agreement with the ICO on

the Alsatian question.
* * +

Considering the open break with

the fundamentals of Communism
and the tactical position of the ICO
by the leadership of the Alsatian

opposition; considering the treach-

erous action against the revolu-

tionary struggle of the French and

international proletariat against

fascism and imperialist war, the

Buro of the ICO therefore decided:

1. Those responsible for this

policy, in the leadership and in

the editorial board of "Neue Velt",

are to be expelled from the ICO.

2. To call upon the membership
of the CPO of Alsace to break with

these leaders and to set up a new
leadership to represent the policies

of the ICO; to break with the

Volksfront" and without delay

to begin the struggle for prole

tarian unity in Alsace, side by side

ith the other communist and so-

cialist workers.
3. To recognize as members of

the CPO only those who have
broken with the leadership and its

dangerous policies.

4. This decision to be sent to all

sections for approval. Replies to

be sent in by September 1, The
decision of the Buro is to go into

effect after the approval of the

sections.

5. To make public this decision

immediately.
Buro of the

INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNIST OPPOSITION

A Reply to Roosevelt
24, it was modestly announced- that

"Gazette To Conduct Poll On Con-
dition of American People." The
next day, .some of its modesty hav-
ing worn off the Gazette tells its

readers that "Poll Expected To Ex-
ert Influence On Politics of the
Administration." Then the returns

began to come in and the Gazette
is somewhat knocked out of its

stride. It reports (July 20) that

Poll Shows Opinion Varies On Ef-
fects of New Deal". But on July

28, this newspaper is forced to ad-

mit that the "Majority Voting
'No' In Gazette's Poll On Presi-

dent's Questions."

| The following are the questions

"The simplest way for each of

you to judge recovery lies in the

plain facta of your own individual

situation."

So said President Roosevelt on

June 28, 1934, in his message to

the American people. Taking this

excerpt as its cue the Haverhill

(Mass.) Gazette formulated a num-
ber of questions and began a poll

of its readers (mostly shoe work-

ers) in order to prove the validity

of the "New Deal" claims.

That something unforeseen oc-

curred and things just did not turn

out as expected becomes clear

the minute we glance over some

of the Gazette headlines. On July Isubmitted and the replies received:

1. Are you better off than you

were last year?

2. Are your debts less burdensome?

3. Is your bank account more se-

cure?
4. Are your working conditions

better?
.

5. Is your faith in your individual

future more firmly grounded?

6. Have you lost any of your rights

or liberty or constitutional free-

dom of action or choice?

58
50

103

190
191

123 24

It is quite possible that the ma-

jority which so definitely rejected

the "New Deal" are in the main

good Democrats who will probably

once again cast their ballots for

Roosevelt. But what is significant

is the recognition by the same ma-

jority that the "New Deal" as it

effects them in their daily life has

brought no improvement.

Workers Vote
With Their Feet

No national poll, along these

lines, has been attempted, but that

the same attitude is widespread

among the working masses, is indi-

cated by the sharply rising strike

curve. A clear indication of this

is given in the figures made pub-

lie by the United States Depart-

ment of Labor. During the first

half of 1934, 523,107 workers on

strike as compared to 182,449 dur-

ing the same months of 1933. The
working days lost thru strikes was
2,500,057 during the first half of

1933 but during the same period of

1934, the time lost rose to 10,920,-

811 days.
It is almost a certainty that the

latter half of 1934 will exceed the
figures for the first six months.
Tne number of workers involved

in strikes between January and
June of this year has already ex-

ceeded, by approximately 200,000,

the strike figures for any full year
immediately preceding the crisis.

The causes for such widespread
strike action by the workers "lies

in the plain facts of your (their)

own individual situation."

Such is the answer to President
Roosevelt.

—G. F.'M.

The Comintern and the United Front

uring the pa*t year, the Buro
the International Communist

position was forced to repe-
dly consider the political line

h<- AlMtiftB CPO. The policy
united front with the Auto-

ro.-.ts, Uiu- creating the "Volks-
(people'l front) has in real-

Bpw bf come a policy of coali-
ri with botrrgeohl parties tending
irarda fascism. This policy is in

U at contradiction to the funda-
v&mI of Communism. The Huro

la ICO demanded break with
"VoJksfront" and it-, replace-

policj (if proletarian
« '! front Ti> leadership of the

ed this proposal, pre-

(Continued from Page 4),
tion itself addressed an appeal to

the leaders of the SFIO in re joint
actions. On the basis of the resolu-
tions passed at this Party conven-
tion a program of action against
fascism was worked out. This was
to form the basis of the negotia-
tions with the leadership of the
SFIO. Its chief contents were: a
joint campaign throughout ±he
country with the followhig object-
ives: a. Mobilization of all work-
ers against all fascist organiza-
tions, b. Against the emergency
decrees of the Doumergue govern-
ment, c. Against the terror ir

Hitler Germany and for the re-
lease of Thaelmann and all other
imprisoned anti-fascists. Ways of
fignting; joint meetings in as many
localities as possible; anti-fascist
street demonstrations; a campaign
against the emergency decrees was
to have been carried out in a series
of strikes. During these joint act-

ivities there was to be no attack
on the organizations; absolute dis-

cipline of action required. Inde-
pendence of each party and right
to recruit party members to re-

main intact. The necessity for
principle and tactical differentia-
tion in the joint meetings was put
down as a condition and the duty
of each party to take steps against
those who sabotaged joint actions,

was recognized.

SP Makes Counter
Proposals
The leadership of the SFIO

raised a number of objections and
counter-proposals. The CPF was
to drop the theory of social-fasc-
ism. It must pledge itself to defend
"democratic rights." The necessity
for principle and tactical differen-
tiation wit.-; denied. The CP must

ui-.cu -f.ion on this question not conduct meetings in such a

mfrr.W;hip, thr< atened I way as to lead to violence. The

campaign for the calling of strikes

was to be dropped since the calling

of strikes does not come within
the sphere of any Party, but is the

function of the trade unions. The
united front was to serve as a
means of preparing organizational
unity. These were the decisions of

the National Council of the SFIO
at its session July 15th. Embodied
in a pact they were published on
July 28th. The representatives of

the CPF were very lenient during
the negotiations. They made no at-

tempts to appeal to the member-
ship against certain demands of

the SFIO leadership.

Some Objectionable
Conditions
The most important points of the

pact, inadmissible from a Commun
ist viewpoint are:

1. Giving up of the calling of

strikes; agreement that the deci

sion to call strikes rests with the
trade unions, no pledge of the
membership and organizations of

either party to agitate for the or
ganization of strikes in the trade
unions and factories against the

emergency decrees.

2. Giving up of principle and
tactical differentiation in the joint

meetings.
3. The question of the defense of

"democratic rights" is very un-
clear.

The CPF and CGTU are now
simultaneously conducting a cam-
paign for the reunification of the

trade unions in France.

New Turn Also
In Austria

The turn of the CI is further
illustrated by the events in Aus-
tria. The theory of social-fascism
was silently dropped at the behest
of DimitrofT in his letter to the

Austrian workers. The creation of
"broad trade union fighting or-

ganizations" is one of the demands
put up by the Party. The CP of

Austria is ready to unite with the

left Social-Democrats if they come
out against the Dollfuss regime
and the Nazis and lor the Prole-

tarian Diciatorsnip. Social-Demo-
cratic workers and functionaries

are to be drawn into all the func-

tions of the party. In certain dis-

tricts there should be unity con-

ferences.

United Front Offers

In Manj- Countries
In the Saar basin the Party

made a bid for the united front

with the SP on the basis of the

Social-Democratic standpoint—to

vote for the maintenance of the

status quo on Jan. 13, 1935, that

is, for the League of Nations.
The Communist Parties of Swit-

zerland, Czechoslovakia and Spain
addressed united front proposals to

the respective Social-Democratic
leaders.

In England the last "'Red trade
union" of the Scotch miners h
fighting to get back to the reform-
ist mine union. In the United
States the Marine Workers Indui
trial Union of San Francisco was
liquidated and the members in
structed to enter the A. F. of L.
the reformist union.

Standpoint of I.C.O.
And Future Ttusks

1. The turn of the C.I. in France
is so far the most significant step
towards the liquidation of the
ultra-left course. This stop was
the result of certain conditions
which confirm the criticism and
tactical line of the ICO. The turn
of the CI s therefore an important
step in the successful winning over
of the the CI and its sections for
the correct tactical line of the ICO.

2. This turn refutes the centrist
view that the CI is "hopeless" and

that all all efforts to reform the

CI are bound to be fruitless. At
the same time it refutes the

tactical line of the CI from 1928

to 1934.

3. However, this represents only

a partial victory. The change is ac-

companied by grave weaknesses
and errors, due to the fact that the

turn was made at the top without

an admission and analysis of er-

rors, without a thorough discussion

in the membership, without the

thorough, complete and exact

working out of the practical ques-

tions of the united front, its limits

and contents. That accounts for a

number of weaknesses, the vague-

ness and opportunist deviations in

the execution, (question of the

democratic rights, of communist
criticism and propaganda, of extra-

parliamentary actions against the

emergency decrees in France.

4. On the basis of the victory

which this turn of the CI signifies

for the line of the ICO we must

carry on the fight more energetical-

ly than ever. It is now a question

of: ,

a. Utilizing the experiences and

theoretical contributions by the

ICO in its long fight to eliminate

the weaknesses and inadequacies

of the execution of the change.

b. Carrying out concretely the

general tasks proposed, i.e. work-

ing them out in detail.

c. The decisive point for the

further struggle of the ICO is now

the carrying out of democratic cen-

tralism. This point is essential for

the further fate of the newly be-

gun turn. More than that—it is es-

sential for the formation of Com-

munist parties outside the Soviet

Union, which will be able to cope

with the tasks of the proletarian

revolution.

The Turn And The VII
World Congress

It is obvious that the events in

France will form the main topic

Of discussion at the VII world con-

gress Of the CI to take place OP

September 2Sth. It is the task 01

the sections of the ICO, in connec-

tion with the proposal of the 1CU

to the congress, to do all in their

power to bring about B discussion

in the sections of the CI, before

the Congress takes place, the

tactical questions and inner-part}

democracy involved in the turn ox

the CI.
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THE MIGRATORY WORKER
AND FAMILY LIFE. By Ma-
rion Hathway, 240pp. University
cf Chicago Press. SI.50.

In the precise, scientific lan-

guage of a sociological thesis.

Miss Hathway has shown the
miserable living conditions and the
outrageous treatment of migrant
workers in the model state of the

a state where 81', of the
population is native white, where
illiteracy is lowest and living stan-
dards are highest in the United
States. %•:

The fishing and fruit industries
shington are dependent upon

migratory families who move as
the seasonal labor market de-
mands. When their labor is no
longer needed, they are urged to
move on. If they cannot take i

hint, they are coerced into mov
ing on by clever little expedients
which the embryonic S. A, vul-
tures of the territory are very
adept at devising.

Miss Hathway. while correcti-
ng the problem of the

migrant worker, confesses her in-
ability to find a solution and limits
herself to indicating the direction
which the "safeguarding" of the
"fanrly standards" should take.
However she does hint that

something might be gained by the
workers in organization. "The* tem-
porary nature of the employment,
the hererogeneous nature of the
group, and the lack of a common
background of experience in indus-
try handicap the migratory work-
ers from utilizing the technique of
labor organization." The factor of
the Vigilantes, of the brutal,
sadistic terrorism which is

leashed against these migrant
workers when they attempt to or-
ganize and strike, Mis? Hathway
ignores. Such matters are not dis-
cussed in a polite thesis. —B. C.

(Continued from Page 1)

the Southern States that made the
strike such a gigantic achievement,
that has struck terror into the
rextile Institute and sent them
clamoring to Roosevelt for inter-
vention. Generating this cyclone of
unionism sweeping the southern
textile mills was the dirty deal im-
posed upon the workers 'of south-
ern mills, by the N.R.A. in con.
junction with the Textile Institute.
Incensed at the wage differential
(with the northern minimum wage
at $14 per week while that of the
south was put at $13, then set
aflame by the flagrant violation
of all wage provisions in the codes,
$7 to $10 had become the maximum
ami prevalent wage) and the life-

destroying "stretch-out", they
needed but the strike call to set

the torch of unionism afire and
stretch the strike battlefront over

a 1500 mile front. The once down-
trodden and docile 100% Amer-
icans showed their mettle and
power by the introduction of a new
tactic in strike strategy—the

famed "flying squadron", By truck

and auto and on foot these roving

strike squadrons strike at mill
after will with amazing speed and
effectiveness.

The Eastern Front

Paterson, New Jersey, battle'

ground for many decades struck
practically en masse on the very
first day. With tiie exception of
the Dyers, who were under con-
tract, and the jacquard and family-
shops, there was a complete tieup of
the industry. Well disciplined and
organized as the result of numer-
ous strikes in the past, the Pater-
son section of the United Textile
Workers had a well-oiled and cf-

ficenl strike apparatus in readiness
for the battle. Adopting the tactic
of their southern brothers flying
squadrons were organized on the
eastern front and invaded not only
the home front but charged into
outlying towns to bring additional
thousands into the ranks. Between
13,000 and 15,000 are on strike in
Paterson while 151,000 are report-
ed out in six New England states.

Strike-breakers were in great de-

mand by detective agencies while
barrica/les were erected before
many mills in the East as the

agencies mobilized scabs to man
the fortifications with arms.

Ben Gold Destroys Us - Ag
At eight-forty-seven on the eve-

ning of Friday, September seventh
( omrade Ben Cold dashed onto the
platform of Irving I'hix:. to face an
audience which had waited forty-
five minutes.

The chairman rose to introduce
him but Comrade Gold waved him
aside. "Ten minutes, comrades,"
he requested, smiling a winning
smile. So he sat down on the
stage, ruffled his hair, wrinkled his
brow, thumbed through his manu-
scripts, lighted a cigaret, scribbled
rapidly. Comrade Gold was com-
posing his speech. All the scene
needed was a sign, reading: "Crea-
tive Genius at work. Admission
fifteen cents."

At the end of ten minutes he
was all done. After hearing the
speech "The role of the Lovestone-
ite Renegades in the Needle
Trades" one was inclined to ask
what he did with the extra eight
minutes.

The attacks launched by Gold
were all familiar exposes of non-
existent happenings and gross mis-
interpretations of actual events.
But the speech was interesting as
a study in the psychology of ultra-

am

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
stabilization of cap-

INDIA'S SOCIAL HERITAGE. Bv
L. S. S. O'Malley, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, pps.188. S2.00.
Mr. O'Malley chooses to be clas-

sed as a scientist, chooses to be ob-
jective. Despite this objectivity,
which leads to a careful avoidance
of the labor movement, to an isola-
tion of the colossal shame of In-
dia from the system of world im-
perialism in general and the role
of Britain in particular. Mr. O'Mal-
ley can yet supply us with such a
picture of caste and the depressed
classes, the family and the village,
as can easily be translated into
terms of social science, of Marx-
ism. Mr. O'Malley himself lays no
claim to a theory of sociology

—

save that of enlightenment. But
even this idea is hesitantly put
forward, for "caste is a highly
complex system ... it is not only
the basis of social order but in a
large measure the source and in-
spiration of social morality, and
its destruction would be a danger

-

• !ut:on . . ."

According to the author, every
;ecay now characteristic of

•.-'-m, wa= noted a century
ago by the Baptist missionary
Ward. What then has prevented

•-ration? It could not have
'} automatically of its own
but certainly "the pressure

I it existed and still exists.
~

; destruction would be a
©lotion," Only be-

•' ndia is a colony to the British
the cast*- |

iy by Englandl
the pressure -'--•

forces of capitalism which it has
intro'i ,

rtain in factor-
ies. "lr factories again men of

M-s work together
' ' ' trouble arising, and

thcy ™ about the
Mr

Further, even th* very basic
of the system, determina-

n by birth, no longer
flaence, Yet

off the land to
mployment in the cities,

"-letarianiz'-d, carry-

M 8 M

22. When will the relath

italism end?
It will end with a new outbreak of the world

revolution; that is, when the working class and its

allies will make a direct attack upon the rule of
capital. This second outbreak of the world revo-
lution is inevitably coming. The revolutionary
struggle in China shows that the world revolution

already progressing in the East.

23. What are the objective conditions for a new-

outbreak of the world revolution?

The objective conditions for the resumption of the
struggle for power, i.e. for a new acute revolution-
ary situation, can be created thru economic crises
or wars.

24. Does an economic crisis as such signify the
end of the so-called stabilization period?

Not at all. Only when the working class utilizes
the objective revolutionary possibilities for the over-
throw of the rule of capital do we then have the
end of the so-called stabilization period. For the
bourgeoisie there is always a way out. If the work-
ing class fails, then the bourgeoisie will overcome
the economic crisis at the cost of the workers, under
certain circumstances thru the victory of the most
extreme counter-revolution—Fascism/

25. Is it correct to speak of a special "third
period of post-war capitalism" dating from
1927 as docs the Communist International?

It is not correct. The theory of a "third period"
is not based on a correct analysis of world capital-
ism, but on a schematic transference of the main
stages of socialist construction in the Soviet Union
to the capitalist countries. In the development of
Soviet Union economy the following three main
stages can be distinguished.

a. The period of war communism,
b. The reconstruction period in which the wheels

of industry began to turn again and they attempted
to reach the level of pre-war production.

c. The reconstruction period in which production
was expanded on the basis of the creation of new
factories.

The transference of thess periods to the develop-
ment of capitalist countries is false, for the follow-
ing reasons;

a. Because it is generally incorrect to judge
capitalist economy by the standards of social re-
construction.

b. Because in capitalist countries, on the whole,
the process of production was not disrupted as it
was in the Soviet Union during the civil war.

c. Because ihe pre-war level of production in
capitalist countries had been based on the rebuild-
ing of the production apparatus.

Furthermore, the assumption that there must also
be a Special third period in the collapse of capitalist
.-.tabdizalion is misleading because:

First of all, the impression is thereby created that
capital) t stabilization in itself knows of no con-
tradictions or collapse.

Secondly, this assumption forms the basis of the
theory at the imminent revolutionary upsurge, the
Imminent revolution which is constantly being an-
nounced bv th< Communist International In reality,

pon the activity of the working class
and the correct tactics of the Communist p
whether the objective revolutionary conditions will
actually lead to a revolutionary upsurge and to a
struggle i'>r

| working clasa dot
utilize the objective possibilities, then, the break-

down of stabilization passes and with it the "third

period" which, according to official statements of

the Communist International, is the immediately
preceding stage of the revolution. The practical

harm of the whole theory of the "third period"
consists in that the Communist Parties are thu:

diverted from their task of realistically preparing
the masses for the struggle for power—politically

and organizationally. The only possible results of
such a policy are either putchism or passivity.

26. How does the form of bourgeois rule change
during the decline of capitalism?

1. In times of revolutionary attack of the working
class, the bourgeois counter-revolution, as a rule,

assembles on the ground of democracy {Germany,
Austria). This is done chiefly for the purpose of
splitting the petty bourgeoisie from the working
class and splitting the working class itself. At such
tim^s reformism constitutes the main pillar of bour-
geois class rule.

2. To the degree that the difficulties of capitalist
economy increase and the field of attack of the
bourgeoisie is extended by the passivity of the
working class, fascist tendencies grow up within
the bourgeoisie. Fascism comes into being when the
bourgeoisie is no longer capable of chaining to its

rule great masses thru material concessions; when,
on the contrary, profit economy can only be main-
tained thru a radical reduction of the standard of
living of the workers; when, furthermore, ;he bour-
geoisie have already seen the direct danger of a
proletarian revolution and, therefore, utilize a
temporary decline of the laboj movement for u civil

war, a violent smashing of tin working class, which
|

is to prevent future revolutionary uprisings.
3. Fascism is the open buc indirect dictatorship

of the bourgeoisie. Fascism replaces bourgeois de-
mocracy by the direct, violent, brutal rule of special
party and military organizations^ composed chiefly
of the petty bourgeoisie. The class content of the
policies of fascism is the defense of the capitalist
order thru the destruction of the proletarian party
and the mass organizations, thru the violent sup-
pression of all movements of the proletarian class
struggle, thru establishing monopoly of organizing
for the fascist organizations. The bourgeois state
apparatus under fascist rule is based on the inde-
pendence of the executive power and the subordi-
nation of all social organizations to it.

Bourgeois democracy, too, is the rule of force of
the bourgeoisie against the working class. The
characteristic feature of fascism is not violence as
such, but its extension and constancy of its appli-
cation.

Fascism is, therefore, the sharpest, the most
violent, and most "prostituted" form of bourgeois
class rule. Just as bourgeois democracy, so is fascism
based on the contradiction between the real class
interests of the working class and of those section
of the potty bourgeoisie who, thru compulsion or
voluntarily, form the supporters of the regime and
interests of big capital and big iandowners.
The development and sharpening of these basic

contradictions of capitalism must finally break this
form of bourgeois class rule whether the impetus
towards this breakdown is given by an inner class
struggle or by an imperialistic war.
Fascism is an international manifestation during

the period of decline of capitalism. Since, however,
this decline does not appear concurrently in the
various countries, fascism also does not appear
simultaneously and uniformly in all countries.

leftism.

IJurinK the course of the forma
speech Cold remembered the n
explanation of the TUUL now Ling promulgated by the party-
that is, that the TUUL was formed
merely as a tactical maneuver
provide a restful haven for tlCommunists expelled from the .

L i\dunnff thG mi(,dlG twe
ties. But came the questions a,
dlSCUSSlOn neriorl nn,i n,
,, , ,.

("uoq and Cornrai
Gold's new line collapsed.
got ihaif the National
Workers Union had just be<
dered back to the UTW, tbNTWIU is in process of van
that Lenin's "Left Wing Coi
rusm" is now a party textboo
relapsed into a fit of acufo

'

unionism and started talkin
last year's issue of "Labor

This is significant as an indi-
cator of the confused state of
party mentality. Gold is no ama-
teur spell-binder. When the party
line is in such a chaotic state thateven a leading comrade cannot un-
ravel it, something is wrong. That
something is the dense secrecy
shrouding the strategy and tactics
ol the American Communist Party
in its trade union activities.

rXT. W. Conventi^T
(Continued from page 5)

Rieve attempted to rush thru
unanimous vote for MacMahon"
but on a point of order by Her-
man, the vote was stopped and
yes and no vote secured. Thii
militants stood up to vote againsl
McMahon as President of the
United Textile Workers. More than
a hundred failed to rise in favo
of McMahon. The opposition
didate would have received well
over a hundred votes against Mc-
Mahon. This is borne out by
vote for the Executive
where George received 113
and Herman 111 votes, alth
failed of election. The highes
for Executive Council was i

by McMahon's floor leade
Bill Green's defender, Power*
279 votes. As a result of
capitulation, the entire sla

McMahon's Vice-Presidents went
over: Gorman, Kelley, Peel, Rieve,
and White. The Executive Council,
which was increased (includii
fleers) from 13 to 17 is com
predominantly of supporters (

old administration. McKeown and
Gorman were elected delegates to
the A. F. of L. Convention.
Even after the elections had re-

established the McMahon leader-
ship, the Opposition forces retain-

ed the initiative and on the last

day of the Convention were able to

defeat McMahon's dearest proposal
for the increase in per capita. The
Paterson dyers were also able to

make a sweening exposure of the
McMahon-Quinlan acceptance of an
agreement in Union City far below
that of Paterson, after the Pater-
son dyers had already secured the

promise of the Dyers Institute that
the Paterson agreement would be
signed.

Build Progressive
Movement
The Convention showed the tre-

mendous drive for struggle now
taking place in the ranks of even
the most conservative unions. It

showed that this wave of militancy

is still in an elementary stage

—

powerful enough to force thru an
inspiring call for a general strike

of a million workers but not con-

scious enough nor developed suf-

ficiently to realize that a neces-

sary prerequisite for such strug-

gles is a leadership that is capable

and willing to carry on such a

ereat truggle. The Progressive

forces made a great strike for-

ward as a result of th ; s Conven-

tion. Thev must consolidate their

gains, build a Progressive move-
ment in thn United Textile Work-
ers that will bo able to lead the

massos from the elementary stage

to higher levels of consciousness

and militancy.
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Forward to Victory!
(Continued from Page 1

)

entire power of the capitalist class are brought into bold and

ugly relief.

The textile workers have inscribed on their banner the right

to organize, the demand for a thirty-hour week, and the wiping out

of the life-sapping stretch-out or speed-up system. In essence, these

are the basic demands of every labor union in the country to-day.

Fundamentally, these demands reflect the most burning needs of

the workers in all industries.

The Textile Institute, that anti-union organization of employ-

ers, sensed the real significance of the struggle immediately. The

government felt certain that the response to the strike call would

be feeble, that the United Textile 'Workers, led by the reactionary

and incompetent McMahon would either not dare to strike, or would

be unable to strike effectively. The White House has been bitterly

disappointed to the very good fortune of the entire labor move-

ment. Convinced that the textile workers would not answer the

strike call sufficiently to paralyze the industry, Roosevelt played

with a do-nothing-policy at first. Having received a blow in the

face, as a result of the astounding effective response of the textile

workers, the Federal Administration lost no time 'stepping in", and

appointed a mediation board. Roosevelt is maneuvering to give

the textile workers another New Deal pill—more pressors will be

appointed to study the question, more statistics will be produced,

more peace and love talk will be mouthed. But all of these bickerings

and manifestoes will spell for the workers only defeat.

Only a 100 per cent strike: only a shutting down of every mill

in the industry can bring to the workers a full realization of their

demands. Let no one be fooled—a complete closing down of textile

plants can and will be achieved only thru the solidarity, first of all,

of all textile workers in every division of the industry, and secondly

and simultaneously with the aid of the trade union movement.

Why? Page the National Guard—America's special strike-breakers

in uniform, who have already murdered about a dozen strikers.

Page the courts, which have begun to issue injunctions. Page the

church, which is on the job, especially in Maine, playing the vicious

alignment of dollars and bayonets against the striving strikers.

Page the Relief Authorities who have to a man already told the

strikers to work (scab) or starve. Yes, page President Roosevelt,

that grinning-faced executive, who as Commander in Chief of all

armed forces of the country, has not uttered half a syllable of

protest against the reckless murder of unarmed workers in the

south. Page the press, which has raised the hue and cry that the

strike is a strike against the Government and organized society.

Still, only the cowards, the traitors, would maintain that the

obstacles to a victory for the textile workers, all the way down the

line, are insuperable. With tenacity and determination in their fight,

with active solidarity by all in the labor organizations, the most
severe hardships, the biggest odds, the worst brutality, the most
ingenious cunning and slick maneuverings of the White House, can

not halt the march of the textile workers. Already the textile

struggle has developed history-making forces. No one can exag-

gerate the import of the great response of the textile workers in

the south. The South, the land of the most American of the Amer-
ican proletariat, the home and back bone of the political machine
of the New Deal, the abode of the blackest wing of the Democratic
Party, the domain of lynch law. It is 'in this tier of states that the

most inspired pages of American working class history are now
being written in blood.

What more can be asked of the workers in the silk industry,
particularly in Paterson and Eastern Pennsylvania who have joined
heartily in the struggle in the face of tireless efforts of employers
Code Authorities. At present, the robed tyrants seek to befuddle
them with a maze of problems of contract.

The flying squadrons detied death, smashing the ranks of gun-
men in and out of uniform and have gone a long way to arouse the
developing wave of solidarity in the ranks of the other unions.
Witness the decision of the International Ladies Garment Workers
Union to pitch in to the tune of §100,000 for strike relief. Likewise,
all must hail the decision of the unions to place at the disposal of
the U.T.W. their organizations.

In the last resort, the textile workers must be vigilantly on
guard against forces undermining their solidarity. President Green
of the American Federation of Labor is worthy of the stoutest
condemnation of every trade union member for not going thru with
the decision to convoke immediately a conference of international
Officers for the purpose of putting at the disposal of the U.T.W. the
full resource-! of the entire trade union movement. It is up to the
textile workers themselves to be on the alert, to be on the watch
against their leaders monkeying with presidential mediation and
arbitration proposals. Such tinkering can only chill the ardor of
the fighting workers; it can only plague the strikers ranks with
paralyzing illusion-,. Likewise, if any sections of the workers, be
they cotton <,t frooL broad silk or dye, jacquard, or some so-called
independent union, should stay out of this struggle to-day they will
be committing Han Kari and will be hurting the most vital interests,
not only of all workers in the textile industry, but every working
man and woman in each mili, mine and factory.

The best guarantee against such illusions developing in the

t

ranks of the strikers is the organization of the militant force* inside
the unions for a show down to the bitter end. It must be granted
that due to rrmre than five years of suicidal union-splitting policy

Official C.P., the Left Wing in the U.T.W., in the ranks of
the textde workers, is to-day weaker than it hah been in many a

Trade Union Notes
:by G, F. M.

UNITED SHOE AND LEATHER
j
wh'ch the trade union movement is

WORKER APPEARS
|
passing thru, the Trade Union

he Am:rican labor press has Unity League considers as its^moat

been recently enriched by ths ap-

pearance of the United Shoe and
Leather Worker, official organ of

the United Shoe and Leather Work-
ers Union.
From our experience with trade

union papers we can safely say
that the Shoe Worker avoids the
shortcomings common to most
trade union papers.

It is of course an excellent mir-
ror of the organization it speaks
for. The condition of the union,
the problems and difficulties of
orgmrzing are graphically, even
dramatically depicted. From a read-
ing of the articles from the field

one gets the impression that the
union is both virile and resource-
ful in its tackling the problems of
the industry.
The Shoe Worker, however, is

more than a mere self centered
craft paper. It reflects also, in an
adequate manner, the struggles of
the workers in other industries.
This would be a surprising phen-
omenon, since most independent
unions fail completely to grasp the
significance of struggles in indus-
tries other than their own, but for
the fact that in the main the na-
tional leadership of the union is

distinctly progressive in its policies
within the union and its attitude
to general labor problems.
We cannot refrain from men-

tioning particularly one article in
the first issue of the paper. It is

well known that with the intro-
duction of NRA, the leadershio of
American trade unionism complete-
ly lost its head. It sang peans of
praise to NRA, created the most
disastrous illusions and became the
outstanding apologist for it. We
therefore began to read the arti-
cle by Albert J. Shore on "The
NRA and Labor Unions" with ron-
iderable misgivings. However, we
t'ere pleasantly surprised. The ar-

ticle represents a clear progres-
sive stand on the NRA. After
analyzing the experiences of the
shoe workers with NRA. the au-
thor concludes that the "hope of
shortening the hours, increasing
wages f»nd imnroving conditions,
lies in the strength and efficiency
of Mie union we build."

Judginc bv the f ;rst two issues,
the Shoe Worker undoubtedly takes
L - place among the best trade
union parters. and as an expression
of progressive trade unionism, it

stends in a class bv itself.

ThQ members nf the United Shoe
nnd the editor of the paper, Israel
Zimmerman, are to be congratulat-
ed on their contribution to pro-
gressive trade union thought.

CPO HAUNTS THE
PARTY LEADERS

It is of considerable significance
that in the course of the veritable
cloudburst of strike struggles,

.mpo.uuis "cask the "exposure" and

"unmasking" of the "renegades".

Tha •renegade-*" it turns mu a t

none othe/ than the Lovcs.one-

ites who had been, in the past

"thoroughly exposed" and frequent-

ly pronounced as "dead".

The most recent "murderous" of-

fensive against us came in an an-

nouncement from the Trade Union

Unity Council that a series of four

lectures have been arranged "on

activities of the renegades". The
first two materialized in a verbal

barrage by Jack Stachel and Ben

Gold, the latter dealing with the

needle trades. Apparently realizing

that we are still very much alive

and kicking we are promised that

"The next two will be: The Role

of the Lovestoneites in the Shoe

Industry; The Role of the Love
stoneite's in the Textile Industry.'

Having weathered the first two
broadesides in good health, we will

follow with considerable interest

the process of our "destruction'

Just in passing we'd like. to re-

mark that the T.U.U.L. has been

so busy denouncing the renegades

that it has completely forgotten

to discuss its own role in the var-

oius strike struggles. Or is it pos-

sible that this powerful TUUL is

running around on the very fringe

of the crowd trying to find out

what's happened ?

S. P. SHOWS SAME
TRADE UNION LINE

Impatiently we have been wait-

ing for the "New Deal" in the So-

cialist Party to translate itself also

in the trade union line of that par-

ty. We have waited in vain. The
New Leader continues to carry the

fame twaddle and recently carried

highly laudatory articles on such
outstanding "progressives" in the
trade union movement as Thomas
McMahon.
Even worse was it at the U.T.W.

convention where the relatively

large number of Socialist delegates
played a most despicable role.. With
very few exceptions, the Socialist

delegates either supported McMa-
hon outright or ultimately climbed
on the band wagon via the So>

cialist Em'l Rieve, who, as the New
Leader will tell you, is the fight-
ing: leader of the hosiery workers.
Fighting leader indeed. He fought
against most of the nrogressive
measure proposed in the conven-
tion and was responsible for the
break-down of th<= opposition
block which had excellent possibili-

ties for defeating the burocracy.

Our quarrel is, of course, not with
the individual socialist delegates at
the convention but with the poll
cies of the Socialist Party. In
practice it is still the same old po-
licy of "Laissez-Faire"— a policy
of support of the burocracy.

Bflsr New Workers School
Forum Opens Soon

L^uis Adamic, author of '"Ih<;

Native's Return" and "Dynamite,"
Heywocd Broun, columnist, Lewis
Mumfo.d, analyist oi American
civilization, Jamas Wateman W'iv

,

iditOi" of "Op nion", 'iuektr ]\
Smith, h.ai of Brookwood Labor
Cjllegi, Paul F. Brissenden oj"

Coloi. bia, ar.d Jay L;.vestone aru
among these who have expressed
willingness to speak at tha New
Workers School Forum now enter-
ing its sixth year.

The New Workers School forum
held on Sunday nights at 51 West
14th St. has come to be recognized
as the only forum in New York
providing a platform for all im-
portant points of view.
The school itself will open on

Sept. 24 for its twelve weeks fall
session with a revised schedule of
courses offering thorough training

year. For the first time the CP plays no role whatsoever in the
strike struggle of the textile workers. This is especially meaning-
ful since the strike now is not isolated to one locality or to one
craft, but is in innumerable localities and in practically all crafts.

Of course, we are not mentioning here the destructive and
idiotic role played by the pitiful hand-full of the self-proclaimed
defunct CP organization—the National Textile Workers Union.

We of the CPO are working to the very best of our ability
utilizing fully every ounce of our energy and resources for the
purpose of building up constructive militant forces in the ranks of
the textile workers. We have but one aim in this struggle: To do
our best and our all to insure the textile workers victory, to secure
for the textile workers the right to organdze, the right to decent
conditions; hence thruout all unions our job has been and remains
the mobilization of the full strength of organized labor in behalf
of the striking textile workers—the workers battling against the
textile operators in defense of the most vital interests and rights
jf the entire working class.

Our slogan is: 100 Per Cent Strike for 100 Per Cent Victory.
Our Policy is: One Union. A United Militant Strike.
Our Goal is: Full Victory by the Textile Workers for the Entire

Working Class.

The general strike in the textile industry marks n dcti ivc

hour in the life of American labor. In this hour all militant, pro-
gressive, constructive forces, especially all Communists, must throw
themselves into the fight to help build the United Textile Workers
into a powerful fighting union, which will be in the vanguard s r

American trade unionism. This will be the greatest \ictory;

this will help not only textile workers immediately, but will go a
long way to help all workers, in the long run, towards a society
free from capitalist exploitation, free from new dealers, and other
species of Wall Street tyranny.

n the principles and tactics of the
revolutionary workers movement.
In addition to the standard cour-
ses in Fundamentals of Commun-
ism, Marxism, Labor History,
Trade Union Tactics, etc., great in-
terest is being shown in the course
offered by Jay Lovestone on Marx-
ist Classics in the light of current
history and in Economics of
Present Day Capitalism by Bert
Wolfe.

Registration for the school is

now going on. An attendance
equalling last year's registration
of 2.500 is expected.

KNIT GOODS SHOWS
PROGRESSIVE GAINS
The incompetency of the present

leadership of the Knit Goods Work-
ers Union, has forced the union in-

to a general election for all offi-

cers. In the recent elections for
an Elections and Objections Coi
mittee the progressives shoi
very great strength.

In the Knit Goods local, affilii

ed with the I.L.G.W.U., the pro-
gressive strength was 5 to 1 as
against the combined vote of the
"Lefts" and the administration. In
the UTW local the progressive
strength was more than 2 to 1. The
progressive slate in both locals

was elected.

If this is to be taken as an in-

dication of the sentiment of the

workers it is clear that the pro-

gressives will sweep the elections.

* * *

In the Jewish Daily Freiheit, it

is reported that Jay Lovestone at-

tempted to crash a general mem-
bership meeting of the United Shoe
Workers Union, but the enraged
membership caused Lovestone to be

escorted out of the hall.

Powerful is the long arm of

Biedenkapp and Rosenberg for

Lovestone was very many miles

from New York on the given night.

Why such fictions must be resort-

ed to is beyond us.

It appears that the Freiheit must
have hired a highly imaginative

staff writer to concoct stories

about Lovestoneites, for we find

another gem in the issue of Satur-

day September 8. Says the Frei-

heit:

"In the 'Laundryman' of June-

July, official organ of the New
York Hand Laundrymen's Asso-

ciation, one of the editor's, a pil-

lar of the Lovestoneites, issues

a call for war against the Chi-

nese laundrymen."

We did not read the June-July

issue of that paper, as a matter

of fact we never read any issue of

that paper and did not know that

such existed. We do know how-

ever, that there is no such person

a Goldman in the Communist
Party Opposition and we are there-

fore totally disinterested in the

whole matter.

I.C.O. SUPPORTERS ISSUE

WEEKLY IN ALSACE

Thp position of the supporters

f th" International Communist

Opp sition, has hem strengthened

to such an extent that the first is-

sue of a weekly paper---"Arbeitef

Politik" has already been published.

The paper supports the united

proletarian front in France.


